
Minutes of Drummond Parent Council  24/11/15

Present: David Sterratt, Susan Cook, Farida Hamza, Moamen Wahdan, Julie Logan

Apologies: Edmund Farrow, Mure Dickie

Matters arising from the last meeting

 David has introduced Michael Paley to a personal contact who might be able 
to run a training event for the Pupil Voice.

 Edmund to follow up about obtaining a grant application from Pupil Voice.
 Parental Involvement: Michael Paley has written a brief description of the 

kind of parental involvement event envisaged and David has used this to 
create a SurveyMonkey questionnaire for parents.

 Attendance prizes: Edmund has transferred £60 to the school to fund prizes for
100% attendance.

 Possible Scottish Parent Teacher Council training event: There has been no 
progress on organising an event at Drummond in February.

Update on HT Recruitment

In response to the advert for a permanent Head Teacher which closed on 30th October
there were not enough applications to choose from. Hence there were no interviews 
and the post will be re-advertised; we do not yet know when, but David is in contact 
with the Council’s Quality Improvement Officer for Drummond.

Head Teacher’s Report

Acting Head Teacher Sue Cook gave an overview of what has been happening in the 
school since the school newsletter was published. 

 A team of S3 and S4 pupils came 9th out of 58 in the finals of the Enterprising 
Maths in Scotland competition.

 Police volunteering – 10 of our pupils were awarded certificates at the Botanic
Gardens, on Friday 20th November, for their work volunteering with Police 
Scotland.  

 There is an average of 65% attendance at Parents’ evenings. The school is 
working to increase this.

 This year’s “Winter Warmer” concert on 2nd December at 6:30pm will also 
have drama.  DAVID agreed to help with running the Parent Council Café, 
with help from SUE and prefects.  We will start setting up at 5.30pm, 
arranging the café at the east end of the concourse.

 There will be a Diversity day on Thurs 10th March from 5pm to 8:30pm. This 
will involve a “marketplace” from 5pm-7:30pm.  There will be “global” 
activities, and workshops by companies such as Social Bite.  We hope to have 
members of the Scottish women’s rugby team/football team and also some 
footballers from Hearts. From 7:30-8:30pm there will be a concert including 
performances from the community big band that practices at Drummond and 
performances from the cluster Primary schools. In Sue’s experience from 



Leith Academy such days have been very successful and have had a positive 
effect on the school. DAVID will ask parents by email for help with running 
the Café during the Marketplace.

 There is a new policy of half of fundraising from events such as non-uniform 
days to be put into a fund for the school aimed at paying for the cost of 
activities in the suspended timetable so that all pupils can take part in all 
activities. The remaining half of the money raised will go a charity, e.g. 
Children in Need. Parent Council strongly supported this policy.

 The English Curriculum Leader, who has been off, has been advertised as an 
acting post until the post holder returns. We expect someone to be appointed 
next week.

 This year there will be no exam leave for prelims. This means pupils have 
greater access to student support. There are 21 days allocated for exam leave, 
and Sue feels that these can be used more effectively for the SQA exams in 
May.

 There will be faculty reviews completed by the end of this week. 
 In conjunction with Mr Gabbelone  (IT), Sue has developed a Broad General 

Education (BGE) tracking spreadsheet. This records the stage and needs of 
each learner in every subject. This allows the school to have a better overview 
of what is going on and also makes it easier to spot any patterns, e.g. how well
a class is doing. It also makes it easier to report about specific groups (e.g. 
girls, boys, those with additional support needs) to the Inspectorate. The 
spreadsheet has been commended highly by the school Quality Improvement 
Officer. 

Parental charges for CDT and FCT

Further to our discussion with Cllr Lewis Ritchie at the last Parent Council, we have 
received two responses to our letter about parental charges for practical sessions in 
FCT and CDT. 

The first is from Scott Wood of the Strategy and Performance Unit of the Scottish 
Government’s Learning Directorate, on behalf of Cabinet Secretary for Education & 
Lifelong Learning Angela Constance. It states that it is for “individual authorities to 
identify how best to satisfy their statutory responsibilities” in regard to section 11 of 
the Education (Scotland) Act 1980, which states that “an education authority shall 
provide free of charge for all pupils belonging to their area who are given free 
education … books, writing materials, stationery, mathematical instruments, practice 
material and other articles which are necessary to enable the pupils to take full 
advantage of the education provided”.

The second letter is from the Senior Education Manager (Temporary) in Children and 
Families, and was sent to us by Malcolm Chisholm MSP who wrote on our behalf. It 
states that it has been the case since the seventies that FCT and CDT teachers have 
“sought to make the curriculum more engaging and relevant for pupils” by “using a 
wider variety of materials and ingredients than would be the case if working entirely 
within their allocated budget and asking that pupils subsidise this by making a 
contribution”. Further, “In terms of equal access to education, I can reassure you that 
core provision is always funded.” Also, “the end products that are made in those 



subjects are taken home by the young people and in the case of Food and Consumer 
Technology the meals are consumed.” Finally the letter states that “Children and 
Families are working with a range of Service Providers to implement a series of 
actions intended to mitigate the impact of poverty on outcomes for children and this 
particular issue is one that will be investigated as part of this work.”

We do not feel that the level of “core provision” that could be funded with the 
capitation allocated to FCT is adequate. 

Our view of the importance of this issue has been reinforced by the Creative 
Conversation at the Hub in October on the theme of 'Bridging the Gap and Equity' 
with David Cameron (previously Director of Education for East Lothian) and an ex-
pupil who attended Westerhailes CHS. One of the issues he raised about how 
education could have better met his needs was not charging for HFT. This is another 
lever for our argument to reducing inequality by removing charges for practical 
subjects.

David has been in contact with Cllr Ritchie, who is still working on the issue. We will 
consider this topic again at our January meeting.

Tea and coffee at Parent Consultations

The Parent Council has helped provide tea and coffee at the senior and S4 parent 
consultations. Annie Scanlon has allowed us to use the Fairtrade café’s equipment and
remaining stock, as long as the Fairtrade ethos remains, and has given us a very 
comprehensive training session. Pupils helped distribute complimentary tea and 
coffee to teachers, with everyone else being charged for refreshments. We have 
provided a welcoming atmosphere and the teachers have appreciated the 
refreshments. We have also made a modest profit of £32.20 from both evenings 
combined. We are still relying on stocks of cups, tea and coffee inherited from Annie. 
Once this stock is finished we may need to consider whether and how we charge 
teachers for tea and coffee.

Burger Van

Further to the item at our last meeting, a number of us who had not been present at the
meeting expressed a number of reservations about objecting to the van:

 Pupils will go off school grounds to get fast food from other outlets anyway.
 The food in the burger van is similarly priced to the canteen, and the school 

meals provided by the canteen were felt not to be large enough for some 
children.

 Rather than objecting directly, could we ask that the Burger Van offers 
healthier food?

There was a suggestion that we could think more widely about promoting healthy 
eating, e.g. by having a lunch club whereby pupils cooked their own meal once a 
week. We will consider this issue fully at our next meeting.

Future Meetings
January 27th 2016; March 16th; May 25th - AGM


